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INTRODUCTION
Researchers in the human-computer interaction
(HCI) field commonly advise interface
designers to "know the user." Various
approaches are currently used to get
information about the user into the hands (and
mind) of the designer. One approach is to use
design guidelines (e.g., NASA Johnson Space
Center, 1988) which can incorporate
knowledge of human psychological strengths
and weaknesses and make them accessible to
designers. However, guidelines give only
overview information. They do not help the
designer to configure the interface for a
specific task and specific users (Gould and
Lewis, 1985). Another way to know the user
is to conduct usability tests (Gould and Lewis,
1985). This involves building prototype
interfaces as early as possible in the design
process, observing typical users as they work
with the prototype, and fixing any observed
problems during the next iteration of the
design. While effective in making the designer
aware of user needs, usability testing adds a
significant amount of time to the design of user
interfaces.
Recently, a large number of HCI researchers
have investigated another way to know the
user - building analytical models of the user,
which are often implemented as computer
models. These models simulate the cognitive
processes and task knowledge of the user in
ways that allow a researcher or designer to
estimate various aspects of an interface's
usability, such as when user errors are likely
to occur. This information can lead to design
improvements. Analytical models can
supplement design guidelines by providing
designers rigorous ways of analyzing the
information-processing requirements of
specific tasks (i.e., task analysis). These
models offer the potential of improving early
designs and replacing some of the early phases
of usability testing, thus reducing the cost of
interface design.
This paper describes some of the many
analytical models that are currently being
developed and evaluates the usefulness of
analytical models for human-computer
interface design. The paper is intended for
researchers who are interested in applying
models to design and for interface designers.
This is a summary of an extensive literature
review paper on the use of analytical models in
design that is being conducted at the Johnson
Space Center's Human-Computer Interaction
Laboratory.
The question of whether analytical models can
really help interface designers is currently
receiving much attention in the field of human-
computer interaction. Advocates of model-
based design claim that our knowledge of
cognitive psychology is becoming
sophisticated enough to allow analytical
models of the user to play a useful role in
interface design (Kieras, 1988; Butler,
Bennett, Polson, and Karat, 1989). Modeling
proponents suggest that models could be used
during interface design in two important ways:
. Models can help designers conduct a
rigorous task analysis, which in turn may
help generate design ideas. A number of
analytical models (e.g., the GOMS model,
Card, Moran, and Newell, 1983) involve
specifying the goals, actions, and
information requirements of the user's
task. Research suggests that these task
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analyses can help designers generate
effective design ideas.
. After interface designs have been
generated, models can help evaluate their
effectiveness. A human-factors psychol-
ogist or engineer could work with a
designer to build a computer model of how
a user would interact with a new interface.
This model could be run with various input
conditions to predict how long the user
will take to perform tasks using the
interface, and likely sources of user errors.
The benefits of analytical models are by no
means universally accepted in the HCI
community. Many HCI researchers and
practitioners have questioned the usefulness of
models for interface design. Whiteside and
Wixon (1987) claim that current models are
only applicable to the specific task and context
for which they were developed and cannot be
applied to new interfaces. Others (e.g.,
Curtis, Krasner, and Iscoe, 1988; Rossen,
Maas, and Kellogg, 1988) suggest that models
may not fit in with the needs of design
organizations or with the intuitive thinking and
informal planning that designers sometimes
use.
This paper will focus on computational,
analytical models, such as the GOMS model,
rather than less formal, verbal models, because
the more exact predictions and task
descriptions of computational models may be
useful to designers. The literature review
paper that is summarized here evaluated a
number of models in detail, focusing on the
empirical evidence for the validity of the
models. Empirical validation is important
because without it models will not have the
credibility to be accepted by design
organizations. This paper will briefly describe
two analytical models in order to illustrate
important conclusions from the literature
review. Following this, the paper will discuss
some of the practical requirements for using
analytical models in complex design
organizations such as NASA.
EMPIRICAL EVALUATION OF
ILLUSTRATIVE MODELS
GOMS MODEL
The GOMS model was developed as an
engineering model to be used by HCI
designers, and it has received much more
empirical testing than any other analytical
model of HCI tasks. Many of the issues
concerning the use of GOMS models in design
are relevant to other analytical models as well.
GOMS models are applicable to routine
cognitive skills. They are best suited for tasks
where users make few errors. More open-
ended tasks that involve extensive problem
solving and frequent user errors (e.g.,
troubleshooting) are not good candidates for
GOMS modeling.
GOMS stands for goals, operators, methods,
and selection rules, the four elements of the
model. GOMS models are hierarchical. The
assumption is that at the highest level people's
behavior on a routine computer task can be
described by a hierarchy of goals and
subgoals. At the most detailed level, behavior
is described by operators, which can be
physical (such as typing) or mental (such as
comparing two words). Operators that are
often used together as a unit are built up into
methods. For example, one might have a
standard method of deleting text in a text
editor. Sometimes more than one method can
meet a goal and selection rules are used to
choose among them.
GOMS models can help an interface designer
get a qualitative understanding of the goal
structure and information requirements of a
task (i.e., a task analysis). In addition, Kieras
and Polson (1985) developed a formal
implementation of GOMS models, Cognitive
Complexity Theory (CCT), that allows
designers to make quantitative statements
about users' errors, learning time, and
performance time for particular interfaces. In
CCT, GOMS models are represented as
production systems. In a production system
the parts of a GOMS model are represented
by a series of if-then rules (production rules)
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that can be run as a computer simulation
model. A numberof quantitativemetricscan
be derived from a CCT production system
that, accordingto proponentsof CCT, canbe
usedto predict users'performanceon a task(Kieras, 1988; Olson and Olson, in press).
For example, task learning time, task
performance time, and the number of user
errorscanbepredicted.
To date,GOMS modelshavenotbeenusedto
help design a commercial interface. Most
empirical studiesof GOMSmodelshavebeen
evaluations of existing interfaces that were
designedwithout usingGOMS. Forexample,
Bovair, Kieras, and Polson (in press)
evaluated GOMS estimates of task
performance time for existing interfaces.
Using a text editing task,they found that the
numberof production-systemcycles and of
certaincomplexoperators(suchaslooking at
thetextmanuscript)couldmatchperformance
time fairly well, explaining about80%of the
variability of users'performancetimes across
editingtasks.
It is importantto point out thatin studieslike
this data(suchaserrorsandthetime to learn
andperform tasks)arecollectedfrom usersof
aninterface,andstatisticaltechniques(suchas
regression)areusedto determinewhetherthe
GOMS predictions matchthe data. In these
studies,GOMSmodelsarenotusedto makea
priori predictions of user performance.
Rather, the models' estimates of user
performance are statistically compared to the
empirical data to see how much of the
variability in users' performance data can be
explained by the model. Although some
researchers suggest that GOMS models can be
used to make a priori predictions of user
performance (Olson and Olson, in press), this
has not been done successfully to date.
In addition to evaluations of existing
interfaces, a few studies have looked at how
GOMS models can be used to generate ideas
for redesigning interfaces. These studies take
advantage of the fact that GOMS models
provide a detailed task analysis (i.e., a
representation of the goals, subgoals, and
procedural steps) required to perform a task.
Elkerton and Palmiter (1989) used a GOMS
model of the knowledge required for
Hypercard authoring tasks to design a menu-
based Hypercard help system that allowed
faster information retrieval and that was liked
better than the original help system.
This study is important because it shows that
GOMS models can be used for more than
post-hoc evaluation of existing designs. In
this study, the task analyses provided by
GOMS models were used to generate
computer-related artifacts (in this case,
procedural instructions). In addition, these
artifacts were generated fairly directly from the
task analyses without extensive interpretation
or "judgment calls."
To summarize the empirical evaluation of
GOMS models, models developed for a
single, existing interface can be used in a post-
hoc, quantitative fashion to explain
performance time, learning time, and number
of errors with that interface. No one has yet
tested whether GOMS models can make
accurate quantitative performance predictions
for an interface that is still in design.
However, encouraging progress has been
made in using the task analyses provided by a
GOMS model to help generate effective
instructions that can be incorporated in help
systems and user manuals.
TULLIS' MODEL
The next model to be described has a much
narrower range of application than GOMS
models and focuses on general psychological
processes rather than task analysis. Perhaps
because of these differences, this model,
developed by Tullis (1984), is better than
GOMS at making a priori predictions of user
performance. Tullis' model focuses on
aspects of a display, such as display density,
that affect how well people can find informa-
tion in the display. It emphasizes general
processes, such as perceptual grouping, that
affect display perception regardless of the
content of the display. The effects of task
knowledge on display perception (e.g., effects
of user expertise) are not considered. Tullis'
model is applicable only to alphanumeric dis-
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plays that makeno useof color or highlight-
rag. The model has been applied to simple
search tasks involving displays for airline and
motel reservations and for aerospace and
military applications (Tullis, 1984).
Based on a literature review, Tullis
hypothesized that five factors would affect the
usability of alphanumeric displays: overall
density, local density, number and size of the
perceptual groups, and layout complexity. He
developed operational definitions so that
quantitative values could be calculated for each
factor, given a display layout as input. Then,
he conducted an experiment in which subjects
searched for information in displays and rated
the usefulness of the displays. Regression
analyses showed that the five factors could
explain subjects' search times and subjective
ratings fairly well.
Tullis implemented his regression model in the
Display Analysis Program (Tullis, 1986).
This program accepts a display layout as input.
It outputs quantitative estimates of overall
density, local density, number of perceptual
groups, and average group size. It also
provides graphical output describing the
display density analysis and the perceptual
groups. Finally, it predicts average search
time and subjective ratings for the display.
Tullis (1984) then used his model to predict
search times and subjective ratings for a
second experiment, using different subjects
and displays than the experiment that was used
to develop the regression equations. The
predicted search times and subjective ratings
matched the actual times and ratings fairly
well, with a correlation of about 0.64 (r2) for
each variable. The model correctly predicted
the displays with the best search time and
rating. Tullis' model was also able to predict
search times from three previous studies in the
literature (r2 > 0.63 in each study) (Tullis,
1984). However, when Tullis' model was
tested on tasks more complex than simple
display search, it did not predict subjects'
performance well (Schwartz, 1988).
To summarize, Tullis' model is applicable
within a limited domain--inexperienced users
performing simple search tasks involving
alphanumeric displays. Within this domain,
however, the model's performance is
impressive. Tullis has taken the step that
GOMS users have neglected and used his
model to predict performance for displays and
subjects different from the ones on which the
model was developed. The model was able to
predict well in these cases. One disadvantage
of Tullis' model is that it neglects cognitive
factors affecting display perception, such as
the effect of a user's task knowledge.
CONCLUSION:
EMPIRICAL EVALUATION OF
ANALYTICAL MODELS
Earlier in the paper, it was suggested that
analytical modets could be used in interface
design in two ways. The first of these
involves using models early in the design
process to conduct rigorous task analyses,
which are then used to generate ideas for
preliminary designs (e.g., menu structures).
The second potential use of models occurs
later in the design process, after preliminary
designs have been developed. In this case
models are used to evaluate designs by making
quantitative predictions about expected user
performance given a particular design.
The empirical evidence considered in the
literature review, and summarized here,
suggests that, except for one model with a
narrow range of application, there is no
empirical evidence that analytical models can
predict user performance on a new interface.
There is some encouraging evidence that
analytic models used for task analysis can help
in the process of generating designs; however,
this conclusion is based on only a few studies.
The review of the empirical evidence suggests,
then, that future research aimed at
demonstrating model-based improvements in
interfaces should focus on three areas:
Replicating and extending the studies of
model-based interface redesign (e.g.,
Elkerton and Palmiter, 1989).
• Demonstrating model-based interface
design for a new interface.
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• Demonstratingthepredictiveuseof models
to evaluatepreliminarydesigns.
Basedon the empirical evidenceto date, the
first two of thesewouldbethemostpromising
avenuesof research.
Whataresomepossiblereasonsfor thefailure
of modelsto accuratelypredict performance
with a new interface? It may be that critics
such as Whiteside and Wixon (1987) are
correct in thatpeople'sprocedures,goals,and
cognitiveoperatorsaretoo contextspecificto
allow predictionin acontextasdifferent asa
new interface. A large body of researchin
cognitive psychology suggeststhat experts'
performancein a particulardomainis largely
dependenton domain-specificknowledge,as
opposedto general-purposecognitive skills(Chi, Glaser,andRees,1982;Glaser, 1984).
And modelssuchasGOMSfocusprimarily on
the task-specific knowledge of experienced
users. It is interestingthat themodelthatwas
ableto predict userperformanceon a slightly
different interface (Tullis') is not a task
analytic model. Tullis' model focuses on
generalperceptualabilities. This suggeststhat
in order to predict performance for new
interfaces,task analytic modelsmustinclude
more explicit representationof how general
purpose cognitive characteristics (such as
working memory limitations) affect user
performance.
An additionshouldbemadeto theabovelist of
researchareas. This suggestionis basedon
thefact that therearenoempiricallyvalidated
modelsthat candescribeHCI tasksinvolving
higher-level cognitive processes such as
problem solving. However, space-related
computer systems are rapidly becoming
intelligentenoughto assistpeoplein complex
tasks,suchasmedicaldiagnosisandscientific
research, which involve more complex
cognition. Models are currently being
developedwith the goal of describingthese
morecomplextasksin a way thatis usefulto
interface designers. An example is the
ProgrammableUserModels (PUMs) (Young
and Whittington, 1990). However, most of
these models have not been empirically
validated.
A fourth areaof furtherresearch,then,is:
Developingandtestingmodelsof complex
HCI tasksinvolving high-level cognitive
processes.
USING MODELS IN DESIGN
0 R GA NIZA TIO NS
So far, this paper has focused on whether
analytical models can improve interface
designs. However, even if models were
conclusively demonstrated to improve
interfaces, this would still not ensure their use
by design organizations such as NASA. What
is needed is evidence for the usefulness as well
as the validity of models. That is, it must be
shown that models can meet the needs of
individual designers (e.g., preferred design
methods) and of design organizations (e.g.,
cost, scheduling, and personnel constraints).
With respect to individual designers, an
understanding of the various ways that
designers generate, develop, and evaluate
ideas is needed. Analytical models would be
provided to designers as detailed procedures or
as software tools. The principle of
considering the cognitive and motivational
processes of users applies to model developers
just as it does to the designers of other
software tools. In short, designers are users
too. Therefore, if model developers want their
models to be used in actual design projects,
they must either construct their models to fit in
with the preferred design processes of
designers or provide ways of training
designers to use the models.
But decisions regarding the commercial use of
models are made by managers, not by
individual designers. Therefore, models also
must be shown to meet the multifaceted needs
of design organizations, for example, cost,
schedule, and personnel requirements. This
section will discuss the problems that must be
overcome before analytical models are
accepted by designers and their work
organizations.
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NEEDS OF INDIVIDUAL
DESIGNERS
NEEDS OF DESIGN
ORGANIZATIONS
Two studies conducted by Curtis and his
colleagues showed that major difficulties in
software design are caused by a lack of
application-domain knowledge on the part of
designers. (Curtis et al., 1988; Guindon,
Krasner, and Curtis, 1987). The analogous
problem in the case of interface design would
be a lack of knowledge of the user's task.
When Rosson et al., (1988) interviewed
interface designers about the techniques they
used to generate design ideas, they found that
the most frequently mentioned techniques
(about 30%) were for analyzing the user's
task. Most of this task analysis involved
informal techniques, such as interviewing
users or generating a task scenario.
These findings present both an opportunity
and an obstacle to the use of models by
interface designers. First, since designers
often lack knowledge of the user's task and
spend a large amount of effort getting it, they
might see the usefulness of task analytic
models such as GOMS. The potential obstacle
is that designers may prefer to stick with their
informal techniques, instead of the more
rigorous task analytic models. Rosson et al.,
suggest that tools to aid in idea generation
should primarily support designers' informal
techniques. Lewis, Poison, Wharton, and
Rieman (1990) offer an interesting way of
combining formal modeling with a technique
currently used by software designers---design
walkthroughs. They developed a formal
model of initial learning and problem solving
in HCI tasks, and then derived from the model
a set of structured questions (a cognitive
walkthrough) that can be used to evaluate the
usability of an interface.
This discussion presents only an example of
the kind of issues that need to be considered
regarding the needs of individual designers.
Further research is needed on the cognitive and
motivational processes of designers and what
these processes suggest about the design of
analytic models.
The Curtis et al., (1988) study mentioned
above also considered the organizational
aspects of software design. In addition,
Grudin and Poltrock (1989) conducted an
extensive interview study of the organizational
factors affecting interface design. Some of the
findings of these studies that relate to the use
of analytical models are discussed below.
An important characteristic of many computer-
system design organizations is complexity.
Many groups may contribute to a final design
product: interface and system designers,
human factors personnel, training developers,
technical writers, and users (e.g., astronauts).
Curtis et al., (1988) noted a wide variety of
communications problems that resulted
because of this organizational complexity.
One such problem arises when groups
interpret shared information differently
because of differences in background
knowledge. This could easily cause problems,
for example, if the people in an organization
who are experienced with modeling (e.g., a
designer or human factors expert) have to
communicate the results of a modeling analysis
to a project manager. A possible solution to
this problem of misinterpretation is for model
developers to make the structure and outputs
of their models as clear as possible.
In addition to communication problems,
another problem arising from the variety of
roles in design organizations has to do with
personnel and training. A manager consider-
ing the use of models on a design project faces
a number of questions along these lines. Can
existing personnel do the modeling (e.g.,
designers or human factors personnel)? How
much training will they require? If new
personnel must be hired, what kinds of
background must they have? Model devel-
opers must have answers to these questions.
One answer comes from the work of Kieras
(1988). He has developed and published a
procedure for building GOMS models.
Informal testing showed that computer science
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undergraduatescould use this procedureto
generateGOMS models and makeusability
predictions "with reasonablefacility." More
than this is necessary,however. Validation
studies must be done to test whether the
personnel that would use models in design
organizationscanbuild modelsthatmakethe
samekinds of predictionsastheexpertswho
initially developedthe model. Thesestudies
should also document the kind of training
necessaryto achievetheseends.
In addition to complexity, othercharacteris-
tics of designorganizationsthat affect their
openness to modeling are strict project
schedulingandaconcernwith monetarycosts.
Detailedestimatesareneededof thetime and
money costs of using analytical models in
commercialdesign.
CONCLUSION:
THE USE OF ANALYTICAL MODELS
IN INTERFACE DESIGN
Can the use of analytical models be recom-
mended to interface designers? Based on the
empirical research summarized here, the
answer is: not at this time. There are too many
unanswered questions concerning the validity
of models and their ability to meet the practical
needs of design organizations. However,
some of the research described here suggests
that models can be of practical use to designers
in the near future. Of special interest is the
research that used models as task analytic tools
to generate interface design ideas (e.g.,
Elkerton and Palmiter, 1989).
This paper has suggested research and
development that is necessary in order for
analytical models to be accepted by complex
design organizations. These suggestions are
summarized in Table 1. It seems that the
empirical research on analytical models gives
good reason to pursue the research and
development goals outlined here.
ANALYTICAL MODELS AND SPACE-
RELATED INTERFACE DESIGN
So far, this paper has provided a general
analysis of the use of analytical models in
TABLE 1.
Methods of Increasing the Use of Analytical
Models in Interface Design
Demonstrate design improvements:
• Validate model-based interface redesign.
• Validate model-based interface design.
° Validate predictive use of models to eval-
uate preliminary designs.
• Develop and validate models of complex
HCI tasks involving high-level cognitive
processes.
Meet the needs of individual designers:
• Study the design methods and cognitive
processes of individual designers.
• Change the models and/or develop train-
ing materials to ensure that models fit in
with designers' methods and cognitive
processes.
Meet the needs of design organizations:
• Make models' structure and outputs easily
interpretable.
• Develop means of training designers to
use models. Validate that this training
works and document the costs of training.
• Document the time and monetary costs of
using models.
human-computer interface design. How much
of this analysis is applicable to the design of
space-related interfaces? The Human-
Computer Interaction Laboratory (HCIL) at
the Johnson Space Center is currently
conducting preliminary task analyses for the
tasks required on a long-duration space
mission, such as a mission to Mars (Gugerty
and Murthy, in preparation). This work
suggests that the range of tasks on such a
mission is quite broad--ranging from reading
to controlling complex equipment to
conducting scientific research. The possible
information technologies for long-term
missions are also quite diverse, for example,
workstations for supervisory control, graphics
workstations for scientific research, computer-
supported group meetings, medical expert
systems, and virtual workstations for
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teleroboticcontrol. It seemsthat space-related
tasks arediverse enoughto spanalmost the
entire rangeof human-computerinteraction
tasks. Therefore,the generalanalysisof this
paperwill beapplicableto space-relatedtasks
m mostcases.
Oneproject in the JSCHCIL is focusingon
the use of analytical models in designing
medical decision support systemsfor space
crews. This project is following up on the
work of ElkertonandPalmiter(1989)in which
GOMS wasusedasa taskanalytic model to
help generateinterface design ideas. One
medicaltaskthatspacecrewmemberswill face
is learning or relearningmedical procedures
from computerdisplays.This projectwill test
whether building GOMS models of medical
procedurescanhelp interfacedesignersbuild
betterinterfacesfor displayingthisprocedural
information. The GOMS approachwill be
comparedwith othermethodsof taskanalysis,
including psychological scaling techniques
suchasthe Pathfinderalgorithm (McDonald
andSchvaneveldt,1988).
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Space Habitability
A three-dimensional interactive computer graphics package called PLAID is used to address
human factors issues in spacecraft design and mission planning. Premission studies produced
this PLAID rendition to show where an EVA astronaut would stand while restraining a satellite
manually and what the IVA crewmember would be able to see from the window.
(See cover for the actual photo taken during mission from aft crew station.)
